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GAPS IN THE SPECTRUM OF A PERIODIC QUANTUM GRAPH WITH
PERIODICALLY DISTRIBUTED δ′-TYPE INTERACTIONS
DIANA BARSEGHYAN1,2 AND ANDRII KHRABUSTOVSKYI3
Abstract. We consider a family of quantum graphs {(Γ,Aε)}ε>0, where Γ is a Zn-periodic
metric graph and the periodic Hamiltonian Aε is defined by the operation −ε−1 d2dx2 on the
edges of Γ and either δ′-type conditions or the Kirchhoff conditions at its vertices. Here ε > 0
is a small parameter. We show that the spectrum of Aε has at least m gaps as ε → 0 (m ∈ N
is a predefined number), moreover the location of these gaps can be nicely controlled via a
suitable choice of the geometry of Γ and of coupling constants involved in δ′-type conditions.
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1. Introduction
The name “quantum graph” is usually used for a pair (Γ,A), where Γ is a network-shaped
structure of vertices connected by edges (“metric graph”) andA is a second order self-adjoint
differential operator (“Hamiltonian”), which is determined by differential operations on the
edges and certain interface conditions at the vertices. Quantum graphs arise naturally in
mathematics, physics, chemistry and engineering as models of wave propagation in quasi-
one-dimensional systems looking like a narrow neighbourhood of a graph. One can mention,
in particular, quantum wires, photonic crystals, dynamical systems, scattering theory and
many other applications. We refer to the recent monograph [3] containing a broad overview
and comprehensive bibliography on this topic.
In many applications (for instance, to graphen and carbon nano-structures – cf. [15, 17])
periodic infinite graphs are studied. The metric graph Γ is called periodic (Zn-periodic) if
there is a group G ' Zn acting isometrically, properly discontinuously and co-compactly on
Γ (cf. [3, Definition 4.1.1.]). Roughly speaking Γ is glued from countably many copies of a
certain compact graph Y (“period cell”) and each g ∈ G maps Y to one of these copies.
In what follows in order to simplify the presentation (but without any loss of generality)
we will assume that Γ is embedded into Rd with d = 3 as n = 1, 2 and d = n as n ≥ 3 and is
invariant under translations through linearly independent vectors e1, . . . , en, i.e.
Γ = Γ + e j, j = 1, . . . , n. (1)
These vectors produce an action of Zn on Γ. Such an embedding can be always realized.
An example of Z2-periodic graph is presented on Figure 1, its period cell is highlighted in
bold lines.
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Figure 1. An example of Z2-periodic graph
The Hamiltonian A on a periodic metric graph Γ is said to be periodic if it commutes
with the action of Zn on Γ. It is well-known (see, e.g., [3, Chapter 4]) that the spectrum of
such operators has a band structure, i.e. it is a locally finite union of compact intervals called
bands. In general the neighbouring bands may overlap. The bounded open interval (α, β) ⊂ R
is called a gap if it has an empty intersection with the spectrum, but its ends belong to it.
In general the presence of gaps in the spectrum is not guaranteed – for example if Γ is a
rectangular lattice and A is defined by the operation −d2/dx2 on its edges and the Kirchhoff
conditions at the vertices then the spectrum σ(A) of the operator A has no gaps, namely
σ(A) = [0,∞). Existence of spectral gaps is important because of various applications, for
example in physics of photonic crystals.
There are several ways how to create quantum waveguides with spectral gaps. One of them
is to use decorating graphs. Namely, given a fixed graph Γ0 we “decorate” it attaching to each
vertex of Γ0 a copy of certain fixed graph Γ1, the obtained graph we denote by Γ. Spectral
properties of such graphs were studied in [21], where operators defined on functions on ver-
tices were considered (“discrete graphs”). The case of quantum graphs was studied in [16]
and it was proved that gaps open up in the spectrum of the operator defined by the operation
−d2/dx2 on the edges of Γ and the Kirchhoff conditions at the vertices (other conditions are
also allowed); these gaps are located around eigenvalues of a certain Hamiltonian on Γ1.
Also one can use “spider decoration” procedure: in each vertex we disconnect the edges
emerging from it and then connect their loose endpoints by a certain additional graph (“spi-
der”). Such decorating procedure was probably used for the first time in [2, 6], more results
on gap opening one can find in [19].
Another way to create gaps, instead of to perturb a graph geometry, is to substitute the
Kirchhoff conditions at the vertices by more “advanced” ones. For example, let Γ be a rect-
angular lattice andA be defined by the operation −d2/dx2 on its edges and δ conditions at the
vertices, i.e. the functions from dom(A) are continuous at all vertices and the sum of their
derivatives is proportional to the value of a function at the vertex with a coupling constant
α ∈ R (the case α = 0 corresponds to the Kirchhoff conditions). Then (cf. [6,7]) the spectrum
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σ(A) has infinitely many gaps provided α , 0 and the lattice-spacing ratio satisfies some
additional mild assumptions.
The goal of the current paper is to study spectral properties of some specific class of pe-
riodic quantum graphs. The main peculiarity of these graphs is that their spectral gaps can
be nicely controlled via a suitable choice of the graph geometry and of coupling constants
involved in interface conditions at its vertices.
Yi1
Yi2
Γ0
+ Qs
+ QQsPPq
Figure 2. The example of the graph Γ. Here m = 2.
In particular, for a given m ∈ N we construct a family {(Γ,Aε)}ε>0 of periodic quantum
graphs having at least m gaps as ε is small enough and moreover the first m gaps converge to
predefined intervals as ε → 0. The graph Γ is constructed as follows. We take an arbitrary
Zn-periodic graph Γ0 with vectors e1, . . . , en producing an action of Zn on it and attach to Γ0 a
family of compact graphs Yi j, i = (i1, . . . , in) ∈ Zn, j = 1, . . . ,m satisfying Y0 j +
n∑
k=1
ikek = Yi j.
We denote by Γ the obtained graph (an example is presented on Figure 2) and consider on it
the HamiltonianAε defined by the operation
−ε−1 d
2
dx2
on its edges and the Kirchhoff conditions in all its vertices except the points of attachment of
Yi j to Γ0 – in these points we pose δ′-type conditions (in the case of vertex with two outgoing
edges they coincide with the usual δ′ conditions at a point on the line – cf. [1, Sec. I.4]).
The required structure for the spectrum of Aε is achieved via a suitable choice of coupling
constants involved in δ′-type conditions and of ”sizes” of attached graphs.
2. Setting of the problem and main result
2.1. Graph Γ. Let
Γ = (V,E, γ, l)
be a connected Zn-periodic metric graph. Here
- byV we denote the set of its vertices,
- by E we denote the set of its edges,
- the map γ : E → V × V assigns to each edge e its initial and terminal points (we
denote them γ−(e) and γ+(e), correspondingly),
- the function l : E → (0,∞) assigns to the edge e its length l(e).
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We suppose that the degree of each vertex (i.e., the number of edges emanating from it) is
finite. In order to simplify the presentation we assume that Γ is embedded into Rd, where
d = 3 as n = 1, 2 and d = n as n ≥ 3.
On each edge e ∈ E we introduce the local coordinate xe ∈ [0, l(e)] in such a way that
xe = 0 corresponds to γ−(e) and xe = l(e) corresponds to γ+(e). One can assume that Γ has no
loops (i.e. there is no edge e with γ+(e) = γ−(e)), otherwise one can break them into pieces
by introducing a new intermediate vertex. For v ∈ V we denote
E(v) = {the set of edges outgoing from v} .
In a natural way the function l gives rise to a metric on Γ. In what follows by
◦
Z (or intZ),
Z, ∂Z we denote, correspondingly, the interior, the closure, the boundary of a subset Z ⊂ Γ
with respect to this metric. In particular, ∂Γ consists of the vertices of Γ of degree 1.
The Zn-periodicity of Γ means that there are linearly independent vectors e1, . . . , en satis-
fying (1). By Y we denote a period cell of Γ, that is a compact subset of Γ satisfying
◦
Y ∩
 ◦Y + n∑
k=1
ikek
 = ∅ for an arbitrary i = (i1, . . . , in) ∈ Zn \ {0},
Γ =
⋃
i∈Zn
Y + n∑
k=1
ikek
 .
We notice that period cell is not uniquely defined.
The period cell Y can be always chosen in such a way that ∂Y does not contain any vertex
v ∈ V \ ∂Γ (see Figure 1). Under such a choice of the period cell the boundary ∂Y of Y
consists of two disjoint parts ∂intY and ∂extY , where
• ∂intY consists of vertices of Γ of degree 1 belonging to Y ,
• ∂extY consists of vertices of Y of degree 1 lying in the interiors of certain edges of Γ.
An example of Z2-periodic graph is presented on Figure 1. Its period cell Y is presented in
more details on Figure 3 and one has
∂intY = {v13, v14, v15, v16, } , ∂extY = {v1, v5, v8, v11} .
Additionally, we suppose that Y can be expressed as a union of m + 1 compact subsets,
Y =
m⋃
j=0
Y j, m ∈ N, (2)
satisfying the following conditions:
(i)
◦
Y j , ∅,
(ii) Y j are connected,
(iii) int(Y j ∩ Yk) = ∅ provided j , k,
i.e. Y j and Yk may have only common vertices, not edges,
(iv) ∂extY ⊂ ∂Y0,
(v) the setsV j := ∂Y0 ∩ ∂Y j, j = 1, . . . ,m are nonempty,
(vi) if j, k , 0 and j , k then either ∂Y j ∩ ∂Yk = ∅ or ∂Y j ∩ ∂Yk ⊂ ∂Y0.
(3)
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v1 v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
v7 v8
v9v12
v10
v11
v13
v14 v15
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e1
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e3
e4
e5
e6
e7
e8
e9
e10
e11
e12
e13
e14
e15
e16
e17
e18
e19
e20
Figure 3. Period cell of the graph from Figure 1
Remark 2.1. In fact, decomposition (2) satisfying (3) is always possible for an arbitrary graph
Γ  R under a suitable choice of a period cell. Let us formulate this statement more accu-
rately. At first we notice that for an arbitrary s ∈ N condition (1) holds with esj := se j instead
of e j, j = 1, . . . , n (i.e., Γ is periodic with respect to the period cell Y s := sY). It is easy to see
that if Γ  R then Y s contains m edges e˜1, . . . , e˜m satisfying
e˜i ∩ e˜ j = ∅ as i , j, Y0 := Y s \
n⋃
j=1
e˜ j is a connected set,
◦
Y0 , ∅, ∂extY s ⊂ ∂Y0
provided s is large enough. We set Y j := e˜ j, j = 1, . . . ,m. Obviously, Y s =
m⋃
j=0
Y j and
conditions (3) hold true.
It is easy to see that
m⋃
j=1
V j ⊂
◦
Y . One can assume that the set
m⋃
j=1
V j belongs toV, otherwise
if some of its points belongs to the interior of an edge then we can add it to V (as a vertex
with two outgoing edges). Finally, for i = (i1, . . . , in) ∈ Zn, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} we set
Vi j = V j +
n∑
k=1
ikek.
The points belonging toVi j will support our δ′-type conditions.
Also we will use the notation
Yi j := Y j +
n∑
k=1
ikek, i = (i1, . . . , in) ∈ Zn, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
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Let us come back to the example depicted on Figure 3. There are several possibilities to
decompose the period cell in a way described above. For example, one has Y = Y0 ∪ Y1,
Y0 consists of the edges e1, e2, e4, e5, e6, e8, e9, e10, e12, e13, e14, e16 (solid lines),
Y1 consists of the edges e3, e7, e11, e15, e17, e18, e19, e20 (dash-dotted lines).
The setV1 consists of the vertices v3, v6, v9, v12.
One can also decompose Y in a more “advanced” way, for example as a union of six sets:
Y0 consists of the edges e1, e2, e4, e5, e6, e8, e9, e10, e12, e13, e14, e16,
Y1 consists of the edges e17, e18, e19, e20,
Y2 consists of the edge e3,
Y3 consists of the edge e7,
Y4 consists of the edge e11,
Y5 consists of the edge e15.
ThenV1 = {v3, v6, v9, v12},V2 = {v3}, V3 = {v6}, V4 = {v9}, V5 = {v12}.
2.2. Hamiltonian Aε. In what follows if u : Γ → C and e ∈ E then by ue we denote the
restriction of u onto
◦
e. Via a local coordinate xe we identify ue with a function on (0, l(e)).
We introduce several functional spaces on Γ. The space L2(Γ) consists of functions that are
measurable and square integrable on each edge and such that
‖u‖2L2(Γ) :=
∑
e∈E
‖ue‖2L2(0,l(e)) =
∑
e∈E
l(e)∫
0
|ue(xe)|2dxe < ∞.
The space H˜k(Γ), k ∈ N consists of functions on Γ belonging to the Sobolev space Hk(e)
on each edge e ∈ E and satisfying
‖u‖2
H˜k(Γ)
:=
∑
e∈E
‖ue‖2Hk(0,l(e)) =
∑
e∈E
k∑
l=0
l(e)∫
0
∣∣∣∣∣∣dlue(xe)dxle
∣∣∣∣∣∣2 dxe < ∞.
Finally, the setH(Γ) consists of functions u ∈ H˜1(Γ) satisfying the following conditions at
vertices of Γ:
• if v ∈ V \
( ⋃
i∈Zn
m⋃
j=1
Vi j
)
then u is continuous at v, i.e. the limiting value of u(x) when
x approaches v along e ∈ E(v) is independent of e. We denote this value by u(v);
• if v ∈ Vi j for some i = (i1, . . . , in) ∈ Zn, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} then
– the limiting value of u(x) when x approaches v along e ∈ E(v)∩Yi0 is independent
of e. We denote this value by u0(v);
– the limiting value of u(x) when x approaches v along e ∈ E(v)∩Yi j is independent
of e. We denote this value by u j(v).
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Now, we describe the family of operatorsAε, which will the main object of our interest in
this paper. In L2(Γ) we introduce the sesquilinear form aε,
dom(aε) = H(Γ),
aε[u,w] = ε−1
∑
e∈E
l(e)∫
0
due
dxe
dwe
dxe
dxe +
∑
i∈Zn
m∑
j=1
∑
v∈Vi j
q j
(
u0(v) − u j(v)
) (
w0(v) − w j(v)
)
, (4)
where q j are positive constants. The definition of aε[u,w] makes sense: the second term in
the right-hand-side of (4) (we denote it a˜[u,w]) is finite, namely one has the estimate
|a˜[u,w]|2 ≤ C‖u‖2
H˜1(Γ)
‖w‖2
H˜1(Γ)
following from the standard trace inequality
|u(l)|2 ≤ 2
(
l−1‖u‖2L2(0,l) + l‖u′‖2L2(0,l)
)
, ∀u ∈ H1(0, l).
Furthermore, it is straightforward to check that the form aε[u, v] is symmetric, densely de-
fined, closed and positive. Then (see, e.g., [20, Theorem VIII.15]) there exists the unique
self-adjoint and positive operatorAε associated with the form aε, i.e.
(Aεu, v)L2(Γ) = aε[u, v], ∀u ∈ dom(Aε), ∀v ∈ dom(aε).
The definitional domain of the operator Aε consists of functions u ∈ H(Γ) belonging to
H˜2(Γ) and satisfying the following conditions at the vertices (additionally to the conditions
needed to be inH(Γ)):
• if v ∈ V \ ⋃
i∈Zn
m⋃
j=1
{vi j} then
∑
e∈E(v)
due
dxe
∣∣∣∣∣
xe=0
= 0 (Kirchhoff conditions),
where
xe =
xe, if v = γ−(e),xe = l(e) − xe, if v = γ+(e)
(i.e. xe is a natural coordinate on e ∈ E(v) such that xe = 0 at v);
• if v ∈ Vi j, i ∈ Zn, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} one has the following conditions at v:
−ε−1
∑
e∈E(v)∩Yi0
due
dxe
∣∣∣∣∣
xe=0
+ q j(u0(v) − u j(v)) = 0,
−ε−1
∑
e∈E(v)∩Yi j
due
dxe
∣∣∣∣∣
xe=0
+ q j(u j(v) − u0(v)) = 0.
(δ′-type conditions) (5)
The operatorAε acts as follows:
(Aεu)e = −ε−1 d
2uε
dx2e
, e ∈ E.
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Remark 2.2. Suppose that v ∈ Vi j (for some i ∈ Zn, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}) has two outgoing edges,
e ∈ E(v) ∩ Yi j and e˜ ∈ E(v) ∩ Yi0. Then, evidently, conditions (5) are equivalent to
due
dxe
∣∣∣∣∣
xe=0
+
due˜
dxe˜
∣∣∣∣∣
xe˜=0
= 0, κ
due
dxe
∣∣∣∣∣
xe=0
=
(
ue|xe=0 − ue˜|xe˜=0
)
, κ = (q jε)−1,
(recall that xe ∈ [0, l(e)] and xe˜ ∈ [0, l(e˜)] are the natural coordinates on e and e˜, correspond-
ingly, such that xe = xe˜ = 0 at v). Thus we obtain the usual δ′ conditions at a point on the
line [1, Sec. I.4] that explains why we use the term “δ′-type conditions” for (5). Various
analogues of δ′ conditions for graphs are discussed in [7].
Remark 2.3. The name “δ′-conditions” is misleading because such Hamiltonians cannot be
obtained using families of scaled zero-mean potentials (cf. [22]). However one can approx-
imate them by a triple of δ potentials and then by regular δ-like ones following an idea put
forward in [4] and then made mathematically rigorous in [9]. The problem of approximating
all singular vertex couplings (in particular, δ′-type ones) in a quantum graph is solved in [5].
2.3. The main result. Before to formulate the result let us introduce several notations.
We denote
• by l j, j = 0, . . . ,m the total length of all edges belonging to Y j,
• by N j, j = 1, . . . ,m we denote the number of points belonging to the setV j.
Then for j = 1, . . . ,m we set:
a j :=
N jq j
l j
. (6)
It is assumed that the numbers a j are pairwise non-equivalent. We renumber them in the
ascending order, that is
a j < a j+1, ∀ j = 1, . . . ,m − 1. (7)
Finally, we consider the following equation (with unknown λ ∈ C):
F (λ) := 1 +
m∑
i=1
aili
l0(ai − λ) = 0. (8)
It is straightforward to show that if (7) holds then equation (8) has exactly m roots, they
are real and interlace with a j. We denote them by b j, j = 1, . . . ,m supposing that they are
renumbered in the ascending order, i.e.
a j < b j < a j+1, j = 1, . . . ,m − 1, am < bm < ∞. (9)
We are now in position to formulate the first main result of this work.
Theorem 2.1. Let L > 0 be an arbitrary number. Then the spectrum of the operator Aε in
[0, L] has the following structure for ε small enough:
σ(Aε) ∩ [0, L] = [0, L] \
m⋃
j=1
(
a j(ε), b j(ε)
)
, (10)
where the endpoints of the intervals
(
a j(ε), b j(ε)
)
satisfy the relations
lim
ε→0
a j(ε) = a j, lim
ε→0
b j(ε) = b j, j = 1, . . . ,m. (11)
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In the last section we will present our second result (Theorem 4.1): we will show that
under a suitable choice of the graph Γ and the coupling constants q j the limit intervals (a j, b j)
coincide with predefined ones.
Theorem 2.1 will be proven in the next section. We postpone the outline of the proof to the
end of Subsection 3.1 because we need to introduce first some more notations.
3. Proof of Theorem 2.1
3.1. Preliminaries. The Floquet-Bloch theory establishes a relationship between the spec-
trum ofAε and the spectra of appropriate operators on Y . Namely, let
θ ∈ Tn = {θ = (θ1, . . . , θn) ∈ Cn, |θk| = 1 for all k = 1, . . . , n}.
We denote byH θ(Γ) the set of functions u : Γ→ C satisfying
• ∀e ∈ E: ue ∈ H1(e),
• u is continuous at all vertices belonging toV \
( ⋃
i∈Zn
m⋃
j=1
Vi j
)
,
• at the vertices belonging to ⋃
i∈Zn
m⋃
j=1
Vi j u satisfies the same conditions as functions
fromH(Γ),
• u is θ-periodic, that is
∀x ∈ Γ : u(x + ek) = θku(x), k = 1, . . . , n
(if θ = (1, 1, . . . , 1) (respectively, θ = −(1, 1, . . . , 1)) one has periodic (respectively,
antiperiodic) conditions).
Then we introduce the sesquilinear form aθε defined as follows (below the notation E(Y) stays
for the set of edges of Y):
dom(aθε) =
{
u = v|Y , v ∈ H θ(Γ)
}
,
aθε[u,w] = ε
−1
∑
e∈E(Y)
l(e)∫
0
due
dxe
dwe
dxe
dxe +
m∑
j=1
∑
v∈V j
q j
(
u0(v) − u j(v)
) (
w0(v) − w j(v)
)
.
We define Aθε as the operator acting in L2(Y) being associated with the form aθε. Since Y is
compact,Aθε has a purely discrete spectrum. We denote by
{
λθk(ε)
}
k∈N the sequence of eigen-
values ofAθε arranged in the ascending order and repeated according to their multiplicity.
One has the following representation (see [3, Chapter 4]):
σ(Aε) =
∞⋃
k=1
⋃
θ∈Tn
{
λθk(ε)
}
. (12)
Moreover, for any fixed k ∈ N the set
Lk(ε) :=
⋃
θ∈Tn
{
λθk(ε)
}
(13)
is a compact interval (k-th spectral band).
ByH(Y) we denote the set of functions u : Y → C satisfying
• ∀e ∈ E(Y): ue ∈ H1(e),
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• u is continuous at all vertices of Y except those ones belonging to m⋃
j=1
V j,
• at the vertices from m⋃
j=1
V j u satisfies the same conditions as functions fromH(Γ).
Then we introduce the operator ANε (respectively, ADε ) as the operator acting in L2(Y) and
associated with the sesquilinear form aNε (respectively, a
D
ε ) defined as follows:
dom(aNε ) = H(Y), aNε [u,w] = aθε[u,w],
(respectively, dom(aDε ) = {u ∈ H(Y) : u = 0 on ∂extY}, aDε [u,w] = aθε[u,w]).
The subscript N (respectively, D) indicates that functions from dom(ANε ) (respectively, dom(ADε ))
satisfy the Neumann (respectively, Dirichlet) boundary conditions on ∂extY .
The spectra of the operators ANε and ADε are purely discrete. We denote by
{
λNk (ε)
}
k∈N
(respectively,
{
λDk (ε)
}
k∈N) the sequence of eigenvalues of ANε (respectively, of ADε ) arranged
in the ascending order and repeated according to their multiplicity.
Using the min-max principle and the enclosures
dom(aNε ) ⊃ dom(aθε) ⊃ dom(aDε )
we obtain that
∀k ∈ N, ∀θ ∈ Tn : λNk (ε) ≤ λθk(ε) ≤ λDk (ε). (14)
Finally, we present the result of B. Simon [23, Theorem 4.1], which will be widely used
during the proof. In order to simplify its presentation we introduce an auxiliary definition.
Definition 3.1. Let a be a symmetric, closed and positive sesquilinear form in a Hilbert space
H with a domain dom(a), which is not necessary dense in H. LetA be a positive self-adjoint
operator acting in the subspace dom(a) of H and associated with the form a. Then the operator
R defined by the formula
R =
(A + I)−1 on dom(a), I is the identity operator,0 on H 	 dom(a)
is said to be the generalized resolvent corresponding to the form a.
Theorem 3.1 (B. Simon [23]). Let {aε}ε>0 be a family of closed positive symmetric sesquilin-
ear forms in a Hilbert space H, by {Rε}ε>0 we denote the corresponding family of generalized
resolvents. Suppose that aε increases monotonically as ε decreases, i.e.
if ε1 ≥ ε2 then dom(aε1) ⊃ dom(aε2) and aε1[u, u] ≤ aε2[u, u], ∀u ∈ dom(aε2).
Then the positive symmetric sesquilinear form a0 defined by
dom(a0) :=
u ∈⋂
ε>0
dom(aε) : sup
ε>0
aε[u, u] < ∞
 , a0[u, v] = limε→0 aε[u, v]
is closed, and moreover
∀u ∈ H : Rεu→ R0u as ε→ 0,
where R0 is the generalized resolvent corresponding to the form a0.
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With these preliminaries we are able to give a short scheme of the proof of Theorem 2.1.
In view of (12)-(14) the left end (respectively, the right end) of the k-th spectral band Lk(ε) is
situated between the k-th Neumann eigenvalue λNk (ε) and the k-th periodic eigenvalue λ
θ
k(ε),
θ = (1, . . . , 1) (respectively, between the k-th antiperiodic eigenvalue λθk(ε), θ = −(1, . . . , 1)
and the k-th Dirichlet eigenvalue λDk (ε)). Our main task is to prove that they both converge to
bk−1 as k = 2, . . . ,m + 1 and converge to infinity as k > m + 1 (respectively, converge to ak as
k = 1, . . . ,m and converge to infinity as k > m). These results taken together constitute the
claim of Theorem 2.1. Our analysis will be based on Simon’s theorem formulated above.
We notice that the band ends need not in general coincide with the corresponding peri-
odic/antiperiodic eigenvalues, even in case n = 1 (cf. [8, 10]). What matters is that we can
enclose them between two values which converge to the same limit as ε→ 0.
3.2. Asymptotic behaviour of Neumann and periodic eigenvalues. In this subsection we
study the behaviour as ε→ 0 of the eigenvalues of the operatorsANε andAθε, θ = (1, 1, . . . , 1).
Obviously, λN1 (ε) = 0. For the subsequent eigenvalues we will prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. One has
lim
ε→0
λNk (ε) = bk−1, k = 2, . . . ,m + 1,
lim
ε→0
λNk (ε) = ∞, k ≥ m + 2.
Proof. The family of forms
{
aNε
}
ε
increases monotonically as ε → 0 and we may apply
Theorem 3.1. Namely, let us introduce the limit form aN0 ,
dom(aN0 ) :=
{
u ∈ H(Y) : sup
ε>0
aNε [u, u] < ∞
}
, aN0 [u, v] = lim
ε→0
aNε [u, v].
Evidently dom(aN0 ) consists of piecewise constant functions, which are continuous in
◦
Y j for
each j = 0, . . . ,m (this last one follows from (2)-(3) and the definition of H(Γ)). Thus
dom(aN0 ) is an (m + 1)-dimensional subspace of L2(Y) consisting of functions u of the form
u(x) =
m∑
j=0
u jχ j(x), where u j are constants, χ j are the indicator functions of Y j (15)
and, clearly,
aN0 [u, v] =
m∑
j=1
q jN j
(
u0 − u j
) (
v0 − v j
)
.
We denote by AN0 a self-adjoint operator acting in dom(aN0 ) = dom(aN0 ) and associated with
the form aN0 . It is straightforward to check that it acts as follows:
AN0 u =
 m∑
k=1
qkNkl−10 (u0 − uk)
 χ0(x) + m∑
j=1
q jN jl−1j (u j − u0)χ j(x). (16)
The operator AN0 can be regarded as a Hermitian operator in Cm+1 equipped with the scalar
product (x, y)Cm+1 =
m∑
j=0
l jx jy j. We denote by
0 ≤ λN1 (0) ≤ λN2 (0) ≤ · · · ≤ λNm+1(0)
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its eigenvalues arranged in the ascending order and repeated according to their multiplicity.
It is easy to see that
λN1 (0) = 0. (17)
Later we will prove
λNk (0) = bk−1, k = 2, . . . ,m + 1. (18)
We denote by RN0 : L2(Y)→ L2(Y) the generalized resolvent corresponding to the form aN0 .
Its spectrum is a union of eigenvalues
µNk (0) = (λ
N
k (0) + 1)
−1, k = 1, . . . ,m + 1 (19)
and the point µ = 0, which is an eigenvalue of infinity multiplicity.
Now, applying Theorem 3.1 we conclude that
∀u ∈ L2(Y) : (ANε + I)−1u→ RN0 u as ε→ 0. (20)
Moreover, since the operators (ANε +I)−1 and RN0 are compact and (ANε1 +I)−1 ≥ (ANε2 +I)−1 ≥ 0
as ε1 ≥ ε2 then by virtue of the result of T. Kato [11, Theorem VIII-3.5] (20) can be improved
to the norm convergence
‖(ANε + I)−1 − RN0 ‖ → 0 as ε→ 0,
whence, using the classical perturbation theory, we obtain the convergence of spectra, namely
lim
ε→0
(λNk (ε) + 1)
−1 = µNk (0) as k = 1, . . . ,m + 1, lim
ε→0
(λNk (ε) + 1)
−1 = 0 as k ≥ m + 2. (21)
Taking into account (19) we obtain from (21):
lim
ε→0
λNk (ε) = λ
N
k (0) as k = 1, . . . ,m + 1, lim
ε→0
λNk (ε) = ∞ as k ≥ m + 2.
Thus, to complete the proof of Lemma 3.1 it remains to prove (18).
In view of (16) λNk (0), k = 1, . . . ,m + 1 are the eigenvalues of the (m + 1) × (m + 1) matrix
A =

m∑
j=1
q jN jl−10 −q1N1l−10 −q2N2l−10 . . . −qml−10
−q1N1l−11 q1N1l−11 0 . . . 0−q2N2l−12 0 q2N2l−12 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
−qmNml−1m 0 0 . . . qmNml−1m

They are the roots of the characteristic equation
det(A − λI) = 0.
We denote by M(i1, i2, . . . , ik) the minor of the matrix A staying on the intersection of i1-th,
i2-th,. . . , ik-th rows and the columns with the same numbers. One has the following formula
(see, e.g., [18, §2.13.2]):
det(A − λI) =
m+1∑
k=0
λm+1−k(−1)m+1−kEk, (22)
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where
E0 = 1, Ek =
∑
1≤i1<i2<···<ik≤m+1
M(i1, i2, . . . , ik) as k ≥ 1. (23)
It is clear that Em+1 = det(A) = 0 since the sum of all columns of A is zero. For 2 ≤ k ≤ m
we represent Ek as a sum of two terms:
Ek =
∑
1≤i1<i2<···<ik≤m
M(i1 + 1, i2 + 1, . . . , ik + 1) +
∑
1≤i2<···<ik≤m
M(1, i2 + 1, . . . , ik + 1). (24)
One has (below 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ik ≤ m):
M(i1 + 1, i2 + 1, . . . , ik + 1) = det

qi1 Ni1l
−1
i1 0 . . . 0
0 qi2 Ni2l
−1
i2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . qik Nik l
−1
ik
 =
k∏
α=1
qiαNiαl
−1
iα . (25)
and (below 1 ≤ i2 < · · · < ik ≤ m)
M(1, i2 + 1, . . . , ik + 1) = det

m∑
j=1
q jN jl−10 −qi2 Ni2l−10 −qi3 Ni3l−10 . . . −qik Nik l−10
−qi2 Ni2l−1i2 qi2 Ni2l−1i2 0 . . . 0−qi3 Ni3l−1i3 0 qi3 Ni3l−1i3 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
−qik Nik l−1ik 0 0 . . . qik Nik l−1ik

= det

k∑
α=2
qiαNiαl
−1
0 −qi2 Niαl−10 −qi3 Niαl−10 . . . −qik Nik l−10
−qi2 Ni2l−1i2 qi2 Ni2l−1i2 0 . . . 0−qi3 Ni3l−1i3 0 qi3 Ni3l−1i3 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
−qik Nik l−1ik 0 0 . . . qik Nik l−1ik

+ det

∑
j<{i2,...,ik}
q jN jl−10 0 0 . . . 0
−qi2 Ni2l−1i2 qi2 Ni2l−1i2 0 . . . 0−qi3 Ni3l−1i3 0 qi3 Ni3l−1i3 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
−qik Nik l−1ik 0 0 . . . qik Nik l−1ik

. (26)
The first determinant in the right-hand-side of (26) is equal to zero since the sum all columns
of the corresponding matrix is equal to zero. As a result we obtain:
M(1, i2 + 1, . . . , ik + 1) =
 ∑
j<{i2,...,ik}
q jN jl−10

 k∏
α=2
qiαNiαl
−1
iα
 . (27)
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Via a simple algebraic calculations it is not hard to get from (27) that∑
1≤i2<···<ik≤m
M(1, i2 + 1, . . . , ik + 1) = l−10
∑
1≤i1<i2<···<ik≤m
 k∏
α=1
qiαNiαl
−1
iα
  k∑
α=1
liα
 . (28)
Combining (24), (25), (28) and taking into account the definition of a j one arrives at
Ek =
∑
1≤i1<i2<···<ik≤m
 k∏
α=1
aiα
 1 + l−10 k∑
α=1
liα
 . (29)
We have proved (29) for 2 ≤ k ≤ m. For k = 1 it holds as well:
E1
(23)
= trA =
m∑
i=1
qiNil−10 +
m∑
i=1
qiNil−1i =
m∑
i=1
ai
(
1 + l−10 li
)
.
Now let us study the function F (λ) staying in the right-hand-side of equation (8). One has
F (λ) = 1m∏
j=1
(a j − λ)
 m∏
j=1
(a j − λ) + l−10
m∑
i=1
aili ∏
j,i
(a j − λ)

 . (30)
Grouping the terms with the same exponents of λ one can easily obtain:
F (λ) = 1m∏
j=1
(a j − λ)
m∑
k=0
λm−k
(−1)m−k ∑
1≤i1<i2<···<ik≤m
 k∏
α=1
aiα
 1 + l−10 k∑
α=1
liα

 (31)
or, using (22), (29) and taking into account that Em+1 = 0, we obtain:
F (λ) = 1m∏
j=1
(a j − λ)
m∑
k=0
λm−k(−1)m−kEk = 1
−λ m∏
j=1
(a j − λ)
m∑
k=0
λm+1−k(−1)m+1−kEk
=
1
−λ m∏
j=1
(a j − λ)
m+1∑
k=0
λm+1−k(−1)m+1−kEk = 1
−λ m∏
j=1
(a j − λ)
det(A − λI), (32)
whence, taking into account (9) and (17), we easily obtain (18). The lemma is proved. 
The same asymptotics are valid for the eigenvalues of the operatorAθε as θ = (1, 1, . . . , 1).
Lemma 3.2. One has
lim
ε→0
λθk(ε) = bk−1, k = 2, . . . ,m + 1,
lim
ε→0
λθk(ε) = ∞, k ≥ m + 2
provided θ = (1, 1, . . . , 1).
Proof. It is easy to see that functions u of the form (15) belong to dom(aθε) provided θ =
(1, 1, . . . , 1), whence, evidently, the limit form aθ0 coincides with the form a
N
0 . In the rest the
proof repeats word-by-word the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
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3.3. Asymptotic behaviour of Dirichlet and θ-periodic eigenvalues (θ , (1, 1, . . . , 1)). In
this subsection we study the behaviour as ε → 0 of the eigenvalues of the operators ADε and
Aθε, θ , (1, 1, . . . , 1).
Lemma 3.3. One has
lim
ε→0
λDk (ε) = ak, k = 1, . . . ,m,
lim
ε→0
λDk (ε) = ∞, k ≥ m + 1.
Proof. For the proof we employ the same method as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Namely, we
again introduce the limit form aDε [u, u] by
dom(aD0 ) :=
{
u ∈ H(Y), u|∂extY = 0 : sup
ε>0
aDε [u, u] < ∞
}
, aD0 [u, v] = lim
ε→0
aDε [u, v].
It is clear that dom(aD0 ) consists of piecewise constant functions, which are continuous in
◦
Y j
for each j = 1, . . . ,m and equal to zero in
◦
Y0. Thus dom(aD0 ) is an m-dimensional subspace
of L2(Y) consisting of functions u of the form
u(x) =
m∑
j=1
u jχ j(x), where u j are constants, χ j is an indicator function of Y j
and
aD0 [u, v] =
m∑
j=1
q jN ju jv j.
We denote by AD0 a bounded and self-adjoint operator acting in dom(aD0 ) = dom(aD0 ) and
associated with the form aD0 . It acts as follows:
AD0 u =
m∑
j=1
q jN jl−1j u jχ j(x). (33)
Repeating word-by-word the arguments of the proof of Lemma 3.1 we conclude that
lim
ε→0
λDk (ε) = λ
D
k (0), k = 1, . . . ,m,
lim
ε→0
λDk (ε) = ∞, k ≥ m + 1,
where λDk (0) is the k-th eigenvalue of the operatorAD0 . It follows from (33) that
λDk (0) = qkNkl
−1
k = ak.
The lemma is proved. 
The same asymptotics are valid for the eigenvalues of the operatorAθε as θ , (1, 1, . . . , 1).
Lemma 3.4. One has
lim
ε→0
λθk(ε) = ak, k = 1, . . . ,m,
lim
ε→0
λθk(ε) = ∞, k ≥ m + 1.
provided θ , (1, 1, . . . , 1).
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Proof. The definitional domain of the form aθε consists of functions u having the form (15)
and belonging to dom(aθε). It is easy to see that if θ , (1, 1, . . . , 1) then u0 = 0 (otherwise
u < dom(aθε)). Thus the limit form a
θ
0 coincides with the form a
D
0 provided θ , (1, 1, . . . , 1).
In the rest the proof repeats word-by-word the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
3.4. End of the proof of Theorem 2.1. Due to (12)-(13) one has
σ(Aε) =
∞⋃
k=1
[λ−k (ε), λ
+
k (ε)] (34)
with the compact intervals are [λ−k (ε), λ
+
k (ε)] defined as follows:
[λ−k (ε), λ
+
k (ε)] =
⋃
θ∈Tn
{
λθk(ε)
}
. (35)
We denote θ1 := (1, 1, . . . , 1), θ−1 := −θ1. Using (14) and (35) we conclude that
λNk (ε) ≤ λ−k (ε) ≤ λθ1k (ε), (36)
λθ−1k (ε) ≤ λ+k (ε) ≤ λDk (ε). (37)
The left and right-hand-sides of (36) are equal to zero as k = 1. In view of Lemmata 3.1, 3.2
if k = 2, . . . ,m + 1 they both converge to bk−1 as ε → 0, while if k ≥ m + 2 they converge to
infinity. Hence
λ−1 (ε) = 0, lim
ε→0
λ−k (ε) = bk−1 if 2 ≤ k ≤ m + 1, lim
ε→0
λ−k (ε) = ∞ if k ≥ m + 2. (38)
Similarly in view Lemmata 3.3, 3.4 we obtain
lim
ε→0
λ+k (ε) = ak if 1 ≤ k ≤ m, lim
ε→0
λ+k (ε) = ∞ if k ≥ m + 1. (39)
Then (10)-(11) follow directly from (34), (38), (39). Theorem 2.1 is proved.
4. Periodic quantum graphs with asymptotically predefined spectral gaps
In this section we will show that under a suitable choice of the graph Γ and the coupling
constants q j the limit intervals (a j, b j) coincide with predefined ones.
Let Γ be a Zn-periodic graph with a periodic cell Y admitting decomposition (2)-(3). Recall
that the notation l j stays for the total length of all edges belonging to the set Y j ( j = 0, . . . ,m),
by N j we denote the number of points belonging to the set V j ( j = 1, . . . ,m) – see Section
2, where these notations are introduced. Also in the same way as before we introduce the
numbers a j and b j ( j = 1, . . . ,m).
Theorem 4.1. Let L > 0 be an arbitrarily large number and let (α j, β j) ( j = 1, . . . ,m, m ∈ N)
be arbitrary intervals satisfying
0 < α1, α j < β j < α j+1, j = 1,m − 1, αm < βm < L. (40)
Suppose that the numbers l j, j = 0, . . . ,m, satisfy
l j = l0
β j − α j
α j
∏
i=1,m|i, j
(
βi − α j
αi − α j
)
. (41)
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Then one has
a j = α j, b j = β j, j = 1, . . . ,m (42)
provided
q j =
α jl j
N j
, j = 1, . . . ,m. (43)
Remark 4.1. Since the intervals (α j, β j) satisfy (40) then
∀ j : β j > α j, ∀i , j : sign(βi − α j) = sign(αi − α j) , 0
and therefore the quantity staying in the right-hand-side of (41) is positive.
Remark 4.2. Results, similar to Theorem 4.1 (i.e., construction of periodic operators with
gaps that are close to given intervals), were obtained by one of the authors in [12] for Laplace-
Beltrami operators on periodic Riemannian manifolds, in [13] for periodic elliptic divergence
type operators in Rn, and in [14] for Neumann Laplacians in periodic domains in Rn.
Proof. Plugging (43) into (6) we obtain the first equality of (42).
Recall that the numbers b j are the roots of the equation (8) written in the ascending order.
Therefore, in order to prove the second equality in (42) one has to show that
∀i = 1, . . . ,m : 1 +
m∑
j=1
α jl j
l0(α j − βi) = 0. (44)
Let us consider (44) as the linear algebraic system of m equations with unknowns l j, j =
1, . . . ,m. It was proved in [12, Lemma 4.1] that this system has the unique solution defined
by formula (41). This implies the second equality in (42). Theorem 4.1 is proved. 
It is easy to construct the graph Γ ⊂ Rd satisfying (2)-(3) and (41). For example, one can
proceed as follows. Let Γ0 be an arbitrary Zn-periodic metric graph, e1, . . . , en be vectors pro-
ducing an action of Zn on Γ0 (i.e., (1) holds). We denote by Y0 its period cell. Let v1, . . . , vm be
arbitrary points belonging to
◦
Y0. Let Y j, j = 1, . . . ,m be arbitrary compact graphs satisfying
Yi ∩ Y j = ∅ as i , j and Y j ∩ Γ0 = {v j}. We denote
Yi j = Y j +
n∑
k=1
ikek, i = (i1, . . . , in) ∈ Zn
and, finally,
Γ = Γ0
⋃⋃
i∈Zn
m⋃
j=1
Yi j
 .
The graph Γ is presented on Figure 2 (here the graph in Z-periodic, m = 2). The set
Y :=
m⋃
j=0
Y j
is a period cell of Γ. It is easy to see that the sets Y j satisfy conditions (3). Obviously, they
can be chosen in such a way that (41) holds – the simplest way is to take
Y j =
{
single edge of the length l j defined by formula (41)
}
.
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